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Ford family inoculated,fluclinics reopen
By The Associated Press
Swine flu clinics in several areas reopened yesterday, as the troubled immunization program was boosted by President Ford and his family who
received their vaccinations at the White House.
In Ohio, five people who received swine flu inoculations have died, but state
health officials said they expected some deaths from unrelated causes and
recommended the vaccination program continue.
"We expect in the elderly population... you're going to get nine to 11 deaths
per 100,000 (population) per day," said Dr. Thomas Halpin, chief of the state
Bureau of Preventive Medicine. "We're going to see a number of deaths
because the goal is to immunize every elderly citizen" who had higher risks of
dying than younger, healthier persons.

VACCINATION programs were halted in Warren, Stark and Marion
counties because of concern for the safety of the vaccine. The program was
delayed in Lucas County after the supply of vaccine ran out, the state health
department said.
Officials in the Pittsburgh area said they would resume their immunization
program for the elderly on Monday. The announcement on Tuesday of the
deaths of three elderly Pittsburgh residents who were vaccinated at a local
clinic touched off the concern that led to supensions of immunization
programs in parts of Pennsylvania and elsewhere.
"The official explanation is the three deaths were a coincidence," said Dr.
Frank Clack, director of the Allegheny County Health Department.
NEW REPORTS surfaced elsewhere yesterday of elderly or chronically ill

'Adhere to principles' says Simon
By Dennis J.Sadowski
Staff Reporter

William E. Simon

PERRYSBURG-The preservation
of the free enterprise system is the
key to this year's presidential
election so "our human liberties can
survive" in the face of an expanding
government, said William E. Simon,
secretary of the treasury.
Speaking before an audience at
Perrysburg High School last night,
Simon said the free enterprise
system is "the success story of the
history of the world."
"We only will remain strong if we
adhere to our fundamental principles," Simon said.
"UNFORTUNATELY, the
American people aren't paying attention to what happens to their
representative after they've been
sending him back (to Washington),"
he said, .criticizing Congress for
passing legislation encouraging the
growth of government.
Simon accused Congress of
destroying the free enterprise
system.

New Moody trial asked
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
A motion for a new trial for
Paul X Moody was filed Wednesday in Wood County Common
Pleas Court by his attorney,
Sheldon S. Wittenberg.
Moody was found guilty Oct 1
of the attempted rape of a former University student on the
University Golf Course last
spring.
The new trial is being
requested because Moody and
Wittenberg said they believe the
verdict is incorrect. The motion
cites several reasons for
reopening the case:
-the court erred in admitting
testimony
concerning
statements made by Moody,
because these statements were
made while Moody was held in
custody without being allowed to
make any phone calls;
-actions of University Police
between the times Moody was
questioned and finally arrested
were in violation of sections of
the Ohio Revised Code and may

have interfered with Moody's
civil rights;
-the court erred in not suppressing the seizure of Moody's
shoes and watch, taken from him
without a warrant;
-the court erred in admitting
Moody's alleged unsigned
statement as evidence;
-the court identification
testimony should have been
suppressed as the evidence
showed questionable procedures
used in identifying Moody;
-the court erred in not
granting Wittenberg's motion for
a mistrial after he proved
University Police violated
sections of the Ohio Revised
Code and
-the verdict was not sustained
by sufficient evidence.
Wittenberg refused to comment about the case, saying that
it is a sensitive issue and is still a
court procedure. An appeal
cannot be filed until Moody has
been sentenced, he said, adding
that he does not know when that
will be.

Lebanese war ends
BEIRUT,
Lebanon
(AP)Thousands of armor-led Syrian
troups smashed through Palestinian
i lines and advanced on Beirut and the
i southern port of Sidon yesterday,
intent on dealing a final blow to the
Palestinian-leftist alliance and eni ding the Lebanese civil war.
,' Syrian military sources said their
forces drove guerrilla fighters from
' their mountain stronghold of
i Bhamdoun, 12 miles east of Beirut,
, and turned their tank and artillery
attack on Aley, two miles to the west
' along the crucial Damascus-Beirut
■ highway.
, Palestinian spokesmen refused to
concede the loss of Bhamdoun, but
' guerrillas and their leftist allies were
, seen retreating toward Aley.
1

' IN THE SOUTH, a Syrian armored
• column blasted guerrilla-leftist
, positions along the road to Sidon and
advanced another four miles west1
ward, moving to within four miles of
■ the ancient Moslem port. Guerrillas
, were busy mining the route of the
Syrian advance.

"They use their rockets like we use
our guns," a leftist fighter said. "We
fire 30 bullets and they fire 36
rockets.
"They were yelling at us to throw
down our arms," he said. "They
said, 'Surrender, you Palestinian
dogs.'"
The Syrian sources said the offensive was aimed at pushing the
enemy forces back to Beirut, where
the guerrillas and leftists hold the
west half of the city.
IF THE SYRIANS succeed in their
two-pronged thrust which began
Tuesday, they wfll probably be able
to dictate peace terms between the
leftist Moslems and right-wing
Christians and establish control over
the guerrilla movement
Top guerrilla chief Yasir Arafat
sent appeals yesterday to Arab
nations "to help the Palestine
guerrilla movement against the
treacherous Syrian invasion aimed
at liquidating the Palestinian
revolution."

"I think that this present Congress
is taking down the road to state
socialism" he said. "We have a
choice. And that choice is between
bigger and bigger government as
evidenced by proposals of our opponents."
Simon said the problem of continued government growth is that no
one relates growth to the erosion of
political or social freedoms.
"ECONOMIC issues are fundamental issues of equity and social
stability "and in countries -where the
government has grown, instability
and one-party governments have
arisen, he said
During the last 10 years, Simon
said the treasury department has
borrowed |500 billion to" cut deficit
spending. The $45 billior.-in annual
interest payments on these loans are
the third largest expenditure on the
federal budget.
Simon also criticized the
Democractic party platform urging
the spending of more money and
increasing controls over business.

"It's given us the economic problems
that we have today."
According to Simon, the programs
proposed under the Democractic
party platform would cost an
estimated $200 billion, adding that to
initiate these proposals on the
present tax system would be impossible.
The new administration would
have to increase taxes or print
money, he said, claiming President
Ford has proposed reduced taxes and
less government spending.

people-more than 36 in all-who died anywhere from a few hours to a few days
after they were vaccinated. But officials in virtually every case said the
immunizations were not to blame.
Some clinics that remained operating reported that the number of patients
was down sharply because people were worried about possibly after-effects.
Officials in upstate New York, for example, said there were 60 per cent fewer
people at clinics in Rensselaer County. They said they hoped the number
would pick up when people learned the deaths were not connected to the shots.
Federal authorities tested samples of the vaccine used to immunize the
Pittsburgh victims and said they found no preliminary evidence to indicate
any connection between the vaccine and the fatalities.
STATE vaccination programs that had been halted in Illinois and Louisiana
were resumed yesterday; Vermont planned to reopen its clinics today, and
New Mexico and Alaska officials announced yesterday that they also were
resuming their vaccination programs shortly. Maine's human service
commissioner, David E. Smith, said he expected to issue an order today for
resuming the program Immunization clinics remained suspended in Texas,
Michigan and Wisconsin and in parts of about half a dozen other states. The
vaccination program has not yet started in 21 states.
The $135 million mass vaccination program designed to reach up to 200
million Americans was proposed by Ford after an outbreak of swine flu virus
at Ft Dix, N.J., last year.
THE PRESIDENT received his vaccination from White House physicain
Dr. William Likash who assured him there was no danger.
"I didn't even know it," said Ford, 63, when asked how the shot felt. He
urged that reporters and photographers line up for their swine flu shots as
well, but White House photographer David Kennedy was the only taker.
Mrs. Ford and the couple's daughter, Susan, and son, Jack, followed the
President's example and got their shots at the White House.

"We have to begin to live within
our means. We have to have a slight
shift of consumption to saving and
investment so that we can provide for
the $1,600,000 new entrants into the
labor force each year. In short, we
have to strengthen the private sector
which is the true source of our
abundance.
"IT TOOK us a long time to get in
this mess and we're working our way
out of it now. And we need much
more time," Simon said.

Socialist challenges
'minority parties'
By Kevin McCray
Managing Editor
Putting human needs before profit
is her party's general campaign
theme, said Melissa Singler, U.S.
Senate candidate for the Socialist
Workers Party (SWP).
Singler, 34, the former chairman of
the Ohio SWP, is travelling ihe state
to make people aware of the socialist
political platform.
Speaking to 20 people last night in
the Alumni Room, Union, Singler
said she believes "both the
Republican and Democrwnc parties
are the minority parties."
She said the narrow majorities
received by the Republican and
Democractic candidates in the
recent primaries indicates people
lack faith in these parties and are
ready for an alteniative-an alternative that she said she believes SWP
can offer.
Singler said the SWP collected
more than 23,000 signatures to get
her name placed on the Ohio ballot
arid that they were successful only
after forcing a recount of the
signatures. Secretary of State Ted
W. Brown originally had told the
SWP they were short of the number
of signatures needed, Singler said
"WE FEEL it is very important
that there are people running (for
election) who are honest," Singler
said She went on to question the
political integrity of Democractic
presidential candidate Jimmy
Carter.
Speaking to specific campaign
issues, Singler said, "We (the SWP)
think there is an economic crisis
facing this country."
,
Singler proposed to resolve that
crisis by reducing the work week to

Weather
Mostly cloudy, windy and turning colder today, Ugh in the
middle CO*. Partly cloudy, wtody
and cold tonight and tomorrow.
Lew tonight in the nriddie to
lower 3As. High tomorrow hi the
50s. The chance of ratn M per
cent today and 21 per cent
tonight

four days by continuing to pay
workers for five days. She said this
would create more jobs.
"WOMEN HAVE to join together
and
fight
against
oppression,"Singler said, adding that
they have been treated as second
class citizens.
"Everyone should join in defense
of the Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA)." Singler was active in
organizing Ohioans to attend an ERA
rally last May in Springfield, 111.
Singler said she does not believe
.that the VS. government is working
for majority rule in Rhodesia and
South Africa. She said she sees the
VS. trying to impose a government
of black leaders who will favor to
U.S. economic interests.
Calling for charges of attempted
rape to be dropped against
University student Paul X Moody,
Singler said that Moody was being
"framed" and his trial would be
an important civil liberties case.
"We (the SWP) think the way you
can change society is through looking
at history," Singler said, using the
women's sufferage movement, the
efforts of organized labor and the
civil rights movement as examples of
how society can be changed through
social concern.

H~*h*, O, Mrd, Mags,

Freddy Falcon, the University's feathered friend, wfll be at'
Saturday's football game to muster homecoming spirit. The
Big Orange Bird is just one of the many attractions students
and alumni can enjoy as part of the annual homecoming
events.

Homecoming calender
Freddy Falcon invites you to join
him beginning tonight for a full, funpacked weekend of homecoming
festivities.
This year's highlights include
dedication of the new Alumni Center,
an appearance by film star Lillian
Gish and the annual hornecoming
football game between the Falcons
and the Kent State Golden Flashes.
TONIGHT
7-11
Homecoming Art Show, Commuter
Center.
8
Freshman Talent Show, Joe E.
Brown Theatre, 50 cents admission;
Snake Dance, Anderson Arena.
I:3f
Bonfire, Sterling Farm Field.

Mixer, Conklin basketball courts,
beer and soft drinks sold; dance,
Northeast Commons.
12:31
Fireworks, Sterling Farm Field.
TOMORROW
11 am
Alumni Center dedication followed
by picnic on intramural field
grounds.
1:30 p.m.

Falcons vs. Kent State Golden
Flashes, Stadium
Ml* 7
Alumni center open house.
4-11
Homecoming Art Show, Commuter
Center.

Minority Alumni reception, Amani
Room.
7
champagne -candlelight dinnerdance. Fifth Quarter night club,
Toledo.
8:31
Minority alumni dinner-dance,'Fifth
Quarter night club, Toledo.
I
Formal dance, Bowling Green
Country Club, $12 per couple.
11
Black Greek Council dance, Northeast Commons. .
SUNDAY
IpjB.

Lillian Gish program, Lillian Gish
Theater, Hanna Hall.

opinion
serving a purpose
The University Police-Community Advisory Committee (UPCAC)
committed itself Wednesday to improving relations between police and
students at the University-a move long overdue
UPCAC also made considerable progress by appointing a graduate
student. Donald A Brown, as its chairman. A graduate student, rather
than a faculty member or undergraduate, can appreciate the diverse
opinions of the campus community. Craduates are serving both as
students and quasi-faculty members at the same time, enabling them to
have a different perspective of the University.In one of his first actions as the committee head. Brown proved his
appreciation of opinion by mentioning his intentions to establish an
UPCAC subcommittee to study alternatives to the use of weapons by
police on campus.
Such a subcommittee will probably better serve the purposes of the
committee and the University
Perhaps this year UPCAC will really live up to its name

a needed change
The revised revenue shariry bill signed recently by President Ford is a
good example of how federal programs can be improved without
sweeping, expensive changes in the federal funding procedure.
Government funds have been distributed through revenue sharing
grants to thousands of communities with too many strings attached,
making the money practically useless
By limiting the usages of revenue sharing funds, the real problems
were camouflaged
Under the revised revenue sharing system, cities which receive
federal funds can decide for themselves where the money goes instead
of supporting poorly-conceived, half-heartedly administered programs
tor the sole purpose of keeping the money coming.
Historically, revenue sharing has defeated itself by thoughtless
< hanneling of money into the wrong areas 'Now, maybe, the allowance
from Uncle Sam can be used effectively by cities where it is needed the
most

'judgment is founded on truth... '

bubwa watah's opening week
By Nicholas von Hoffman
WASHINGTON-The debut of
Bubwa Watahs on the XYZ Network's evening news as coanchorperson is the biggest thing to
happen to broadcast journalism
since Captain Kangaroo had his 20th
anniversary.
Harvey Goldbrick,
XYZ\s board chairman, said that
Bubwa is his network's answer to the
Six Million Dollar Man-a Five
Million Dollar Woman.
"Just as XYZ has forged into the
entertainment lead by bringing the
viewing audience the best in crime,
so we're sparing no expense to give
TV viewers the finest and most costly
in journalism," Mr. Goldbrick said in
announcing Bubwa's debut. "But
even as great a journalistic star as
Bubwa Watahs, with her knowledge,
her experience, her brilliant news
judgment isn't enough.
YOU NEED depth to win in news,
so that Miss Watahs is being backed
up by two chauffeurs, a hair stylist,
Oscar de La Renta, a wardrobe
seamstress, a cordon bleu French
gourmet-type chef, three reporters to
read the teletype machines and two
writers so Bubwa will always have
something to say."
Bubwa's debut exceeded Harvey
Goldbrick's best expectations. It was
so good that for the first time in
television history a network will be

selling its old news programs for
afternoon reruns.
Bubwa's opening week performance set an all-time record for
exclusive interviews, bombshells and
scoops on consecutive non-weekend
news days. Since the news on
Bubwa's shows is copyrighted and
intended solely for home use and
enjoyment, it may not be replayed,
reproduced or reprinted without the
express permission of the Commissioner of Baseball and the mayor
of the city where the scoop took
place.
So we can only give you snippets
without having to pay royalties. XYZ
does allow a synopsis and a few
quotes for people who don't want to
wait for the reruns, so here is the
juicy part of the opening night, exclusive Anwar Sadat interview:
BUBWA: Anwah, I'm glad you re my
first intervoo on the first night of my
big news show. This gray-haired
man sitting next to me is named
Hawie. He helps me. An wall.
Anwar: Delighted to meet you,
Hawie, and Bubwa, my dear,
everybody in Africa from Lesotho to
Zimbabwe is delighted that you have
got a show of your own. Itwarmsmy
heart and that of Madame Sadat who
longs for a show of her own also,
almost as much as a new shipment of
the latest missiles.

Bubwa: An wan, or Mr. Pwesident
as I should call you even though you
and I are on closer terms than my
colleague Howard Cosell and
Muhammad All, Mr. Pwesident, do
you have any news for us, something
weally fwesh and exciting which will
interest the people back here?
AND SO a scoop was bom, but that
first debut week was stunning scoop
after stunning scoop. The next night
the Chinese used Bubwa's program
to introduce Mao Tse-tung's successor, Chairman Too Dang Fat, who
asked if the decision on Nixon was
final or did he still have a chance?
Bubwa's interview-another exclusive-with Earl Butx was
fascinating, especially the part
where he discussed the slur:
Butz: Frankly, Bubwa, the uproar
over this particular slur has me
puzzled. I've slurred other groups. I
can't think of a group I haven't
slurred, if you want to call my gentle
jocosities slurs. I just happen to
think people who are different from
me in skin color or religion or
national ancestry are slightly
humorous. I don't look down on them
any more than I look down on the
chipmunks and the possums or the
coons. We're all God's creatures,
you know, Bubwa. I don't understand it. What I said about the
coloreds-

-■■

Bubwa: We call them bwacks, Ehweli
BUTZ: THEY'RE not all black,
Bubwa. Some of them are, of course.
Some are so black they're blue, but
some are tan, beige, coffee and high
yellar. That's why I call them the
coloreds. That's not bigotry, Bubwa,
and what I said about those people
they ought to take as a compliment.
It shows they're part of the
revolution of rising expectations to
want sexual satisfaction, shoes that
fit and indoor plumbing.
Bubwa herself made a lovely
speech that first night. She was very
gracious to Hawie. . . told lam she
was sure they could work together if
he didn't get in the way.
But the biggest beat of the week
was that terrific interview she got
with the weeping Jehwie Fowd,
particularly the part where Mr.
Pwesident said, "Oh, I'm going to
miss him so. He was the life of the
cabinet As good as fresh com and as
pure as new hay. Earl is a wonderful, dedicated, selfless public
servant with a terrific sense of
humor and now, dammit, he's never
going to tell me his Jew joke."

Copyright, 1976, by King Features
Syndicate.

where is the reaction?
ByFJnorXStubbs
803 Eighth
Guest Columnist
On Monday, October 11, 1976, a
representative on the Paul X Moody
Defense Fund appeared for the
PanheUenic Council (All Greek
Council) meeting in the Union, a
request that had been conveyed to
the Board of Directors the previous
week. Upon meeting the person who
was apparently in charge, the first
words that parted her lips were "Are
you going to speak for more than five
minutes?" Can you imagine that in
five minutes one can speak on justice
and injustice, especially the injustice
that has reared its ugly head at
Bowling Green State University and
in the City of Bowling Green in
regard to the case of Paul X Moody?
All at once I felt the coldness and
the callousness of the people who
have said and done nothing on this
campus and in the city. In Just a split
second I realized that it is not the
time for justice here because people
don't want to hear more than five
minutes of talk on a subject that is so
serious that it can mean the life or
death (mentally and physically) of a
human being.
I REALIZED that there must
have been some naive unsuspecting
soul on that council who had
requested that someone from the
Defense Fund come to speak about
the case, but the heart of the group
was not in it (or so the spokesman
reflected in that attitude). This is the
second group that has done this. The
BSU offered five minutes last week
and were taken to task immediately.
Now it is not only these groups, but
the majority of the University administration, faculty, staff and
students have said nothing, have sat
by and watched injustice be practiced by the University police and by
the entire judicial system of Bowling
Green, as one "lynching" gone down
without comment from the citizens of
the community is certainly a
representation of the mentality that
inhabits Bowling Green and the
University community. And most
heartbreaking is the fact that most of
the Black administrators, faculty
and staff have said nothing.
They are only here by the blood of
other blacks who died or shed blood
in the streets of America to
demonstrate the need for change.
My, what has this world come to?
Students pay the salaries of administration, faculty and staff and
determine the amount of Federal
Funds channeled into this University.
AND WHEN students need help to
whom can they turn? And when
Black students get into difficulties, to
whom can they turn? Certainly not
their own. Is the BG News suppressing news and comments on this
subject or is it that people do not care
enough to write their comments to
the paper?
Antonio Vigil in his book "The Ugly

Anglo" states "in the beginning, I
tried hard to make excuses for their
(Anglos) behavior but soon found it
was very difficult to explain the kind
of mentality, which makes a
mockery of the 'rights and
privileges' of living in this 'Land of
the Free.'"
He was speaking of those who have
formed lynch mobs and anti-minority
leagues to maintain the suppressive,
oppressive and regressive behavior
that is necessary for the maintenance of white supremacy and
capitalism' He quotes further "No
one has the right to be neutral in
moral questions. Whoever pretends
to be neutral in matters where justice
is concerned fails to be impartial. As
a matter of fact whoever pretends to
be indifferent is in reality siding
with him who is in the wrong and
against him who is right"
THE SIDE of those who are in the
wrong is overcrowded here at BGSU
and in the town of Bowling Green.
Those who have spoken and make
themselves known as opposed to
injustice are a small group, but yet a
strong group as they survive in a
severely repressive society. Think of
the poor administrators, faculty and
staff members who live in fear of
taking the wrong side and losing their
jobs.
Many of those who do slide with the
wrong have forgotten that according
to the law of this land "A man is
innocent until proven guilty." Paul X
Moody has not been proven guilty.
What has been proven is that a panel
of twelve Caucasian people (certainly
not his peers) can feel so secure in
"lynching" a man on Bowling Green
that they ignored all evidence which
definitely pointed away from the
accused and handed down a verdict
of guilty.
This injustice was reflected in the
comments of one Black administrator who supposedly has legal
knowledge but was heard to say long
before the verdict was handed down,
"I dont know whether he is innocent
or guilty."
America, America, I cry for you
because of your people. They do not
live in accord with the law. They do
not practice what they preach.
AND FINALLY a prayer from
Vigil in "TheUgly Anglo:"
"0 Lord! Grant that this may
never happen, but these bigots,
preverted and blinded by their own
hatred and ignorance, may someday
be reading this epitaph:
'Here lies America, The home of
the brave and land of the free.' Laid
to rest by oppressors of God's
children.by those who did not
believe in the rights of others
because of race, color or creed, to
the pursuit of life, liberty, happiness
and justice, by those who did not
care enough to support their own
Constitution. May it rest in peace.
Let it be known by all concerned
oarties that the Paul X Moody
Defense Fund Board of Directors is

not playing, shucking and jiving, but
we are serious and have no time to
play games with you. You are
playing with a man's life. Paul X
Moody's life hangs in the balance.
We give our prayer and our
sacrifice, our life and our death to the
cause of justice in America. "Not
one of us is free, until we all are
free." Even the oppressor who has to
stay in tune with the other oppressors
is not free because if he believes
differently from the rest, he must
never speak the words or reflect the
actions
His freedom is restricted by his
membership in that group. "Not one
is free, until we all are free."
EDITOR'S NOTE: The News has not
withheld any letters to the editor or
columns commenting on the Moody
trial or any other subject.

„

Letters
relations
I was among a group of Political
Science 101 students last Spring
Quarter who did an Intensive study
on the campus security department.
Our results were published summer
quarter in an article for The BG
News and we also sent letters to Mr.
Schaffer, and various planning
committees outlining some problems
we found with campus police.
After three full weeks of classes, I
personally am glad to see a strong
improvement of security on this
campus. More foot patrolmen are
now visible, protection pamphlets
were in the mail and I have
frequently seen patrolmen inside the
dorms to insure safety.
Also, beginning the school year off
right, the police department made
various statements in The BG News
pertaining to an all-out effort to make
the student-police relationship a
closer and better one
Whether this improved action by
the police department was in any
way related to the efforts of our
group, I dont know, but I am content
to know things are improving
somewhat from the strained tensions
we all felt last spring quarter after
the attacks on campus.
One small consideration I feel
should be looked at is that womens
dormitories have an escort policy
that is not being followed. Policemen
have been seen in the afternoon and
in the early morning hours, walking
through our halls unescorted. This is
fine for protection and I can see the
necessity for not announcing a
policeman's arrival on our floors (as
is done for main tainance men, phone
men, etc.) But, I feel some thought
should be given to those student who
are wandering around not fully
dressed (to go to the John or
whatever).

Isn't there some way that the R.A.
on duty or the Hall Director can
escort these patrolmen on their
rounds?
Overlooking this small problem,
however, I would like to personally
congratulate the police department
on the good job they are doing and I
hope they continue with this high
standard for the remainder of the
academic year.
DebKurty
ZMBatcheldcr

Approaching other resources, I
was relieved to find that the feelings
of Mr. Morris were those of a
minority. Perhaps even a minority
of one. Again, I was relieved to
realize that Mr. Morris' letter does
not indicate the true atmosphere of
Bowling Green State University after
reading the column by Mr. Rick Link
in the October 14 issue of The BG
News. Mr. Link's column was also
thought provoking.
This letter reinforced my previous
belief that not only do most people
disagree with Mr. Morris, but that a

person who makes a claim and
wishes to stand by that claim is able
to locate the facts that support his
claim and apply them in a rational
form.
Thank you, Mr. Link, for providing
a true indication of the prevailing
atmosphere of the University
population and for preseenting the
indication in a factual, rational and
intelligible manner.

}
I

I
I

Scoop Miller
BBE.WoosterSt.

j
I
I

police
As a recent transfer student, I have
looked to The BG News, among other
resources, to gain an awareness of
the general atmosphere and feelings
of Bowling Green State University. I
have been encouraged by the
prevailing atmosphere of the
University. That atmosphere is a
friendly, concerned, progressive,
and rational atmosphere indeed.
However, I became a bit concerned
that I was wrong in my interpretation
of BCSlTs rationality after reading
the letter written by Mr. Ed Morris.
As a member of the English
I>partment, Mr. Morris is probably
highly educated in the value of
research.
That he did not apply this in the
written form leads me to feel that he
is inept in his ability to apply his
education to his life style. Perhaps
Mr. Morris applies the adage,"Do as
I say, not as I do" in the classroom
also.
Mr. Morris' letter about campus
police was thought provoking. I
thought it was either a joke or the
product of a person who appeared to
be undergoing a combination of
paranoid hysteria and oral diarrhea.
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Day in Review
From Associated Press Reports
PRESIDENT FORD
accused
Democrat Jimmy Carter yesterday
night of "slandering the good name of
the United States" in his challenge of
Ford administration foreign and
defense policy during the second
presidential debate.
Foid lashed out at Carter during a
nationally broadcast news conference
which he opened by declaring his
pleasure that the special Watergate
prosecutor had put to rest "once and for
all" allegations that he misused campaign funds as a congressman.
The President called for a shift in the
focus of the campaign to the serious
differences between him and Carter.
"Gov. Carter and I have profound
differences of opinion," Ford said "I
hope in the 20 days remaining in this
campaign we can talk seriously and
honestly about the serious differences."

CANCEROUS TUMORS shrank in 14 of
20 advanced cancer patients who had
their bodies heated to 106 degrees in a
special treatment and a researcher says
he is "very excited with the results."
A paper on the treatment was
presented at the clinical congress of the
American College of Surgeons at
Chicago, which ends today, by Dr.
James M. Larkin, professor of surgery
at the University of New Mexico School
of Medicine and the Veterans
Administration Hospital, Albuquerque.
Larkin and his colleagues
anesthetized the patients, then heated
their bodies to about K6 degrees with
tubes of heated gas to the lungs and a
heated water blanket around them.
Larkin told a/ news conference
Wednesday that 14'of the patients had
skrinkage or disappearance of the
tumors. In addition, he said, the quality
of remaining life for many was improved because they had less pain,
regained their appetities and gained
weight following the treatment

WHEN GERALD R FORD became his
party's nominee at the Republican
convention last Aug. 19, some of Ronald
Reagan's delegates booed when asked
to male the presidential nomination
There were predictiona that the
Regeanites would sit out the fall election.
But an Associated Press survey of
Republican officials in 22 states now
shows that most Reagan delegates have
come around to backing Ford's election.
In an AP poll on the last day of the
convention, however, the 600 Reagan
delegates who responded said by a 4-to-l
margin that they would work for the
Ford-Dole ticket this fall.

LEARNING from Sen. George
McGovern's failures four years ago,
Jimmy Carter is trying to forge an
alliance of convenience with
Democratic regulars in almost every
part of the country.
A survey of party leaders in 30
states shows that while Carter's campaign organization runs on its own
steam, there also is close cooperation
with state and local Democratic
organizations. California and New
Jersey are the two key exceptions to this
rule.
In Florida, Democratic executive
director Greg Farmer said there is
unprecedented unity.
"For the first time in a great many
years, the presidential campaign of the
Democratic nominee is being run by the
party or in coordination with the party
in a great many parts of the state," he
said. "That simply didn't exist in 1972"
when many regular party organizations
failed to support McGovem after he won
the nomination by going around the
party regulars.
US. DISTRICT COURT Judge Robert
Duncan granted an injunction yesterday
ordering officals of Wright State
University in Dayton to permit the

showing of the movie "Deep Throat"
during a campus film festival
The judge found that to prohibit
student sponsors from showing the film
during the festival today would be a
denial of their constitutional rights
under the First Amendment
Immediately after the decision, school
officials announced they would ask the
6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Cincinnati Friday morning for a stay of
the order.
Duncan did not nue whether the
movie was obscene, because that issue
was not raised.
THE SOVIET UNION launched a
Soyuz spacecraft into orbit yesterday
with two cosmonauts aboard, Tass
reported.
Soyuz 23, launched three weeks
after the successful return of another
manned craft, was carrying pilot
Vyacheslav Zudov and flight engineer
Valery Rozhdestvensky, the official
news agency said.
The Tass report said the
cosmonauts will attempt to board the
orbiting Salyut 5 research station, which
housed its first two-man crew for 48
days last summer.

ECONOMIST Milton Friedman and
two American medical researchers
were awarded Nobel Prizes yesterday,
giving the United States a clean sweep
on the first day of the 1976 awards.
The Royal Caroline Institute gave the
medical prize to Dr. Baruch S. Blumberg of the University of Pennsylvania
Medical School and Dr. D. Carleton
Gajdusek of the National Institute for
Neurological Diseases at Bethesda,
Md, "for their discoveries concerning
new mechanisms for the origin and
dissemination of infectious disease."
Friedman, of the University of
Chicago, the dean of American conservative economists and a Newsweek
magazine columnist, was awarded the
economics prize by the Swedish Royal
Academy of Science.

JOHN W. DEAN ID said yesterday he
was tokl shortly after he went to federal
prosecutors in early 1973 with his story
of the Watergate coverup that they were
considering the possibility of indicting
then-President Richard M Nixon.
In an interview broadcast from New
York by NBCs Today show, Dean said
Seymour Glanzer, then an assistant U.S.
attorney investigating Watergate, told
him the original prosecutors believed
Dean's story of Nixon's involvement
and had asked a private law firm to
research the question of whether a
sitting president could be indicted.
Glanzer, reached at his home in
Washington, told The Associated Press
that Dean was correct in saying the
prosecutors had a memorandum
prepared on the question, but he said the
research was done in the VS. attorney's
office in Washington and not fanned out
to a private law firm.

FOR $25,090, James Oestreich will
tell Seattle how to find 400 missing acres
of valuable timberiand worth $750,000.
Oestreich is aware of a parcel of
over 400 acres in King County owned by
Seattle, attorney John Steele told the
city in a letter.
"However, Mr.
Oestreich is convinced that the city is
unaware of its ownership. What Mr.
Oestreich offers is... to make the city
aware of its current ownership."
Steele said Seattle's ownership of
the land never was recorded and if the
dty wants to know more, it must pay the
fee.
Mayor Wes Uhlman said he's not
enthusiastic about spending $25,000 to
find something the city should never
have lost He ordered Water Supt Ken
Lowthian to take a survey crew and find
the land
But the city's Board of Public
Works, not so confident will consider
the offer OcUO.

Count shows heavy traffic on E. Wooster
ByCindyLttee
Staff Reporter

A traffic count conducted
on East Wooster Street
indicates that traffic is too
heavy for a two-lane highway, according to John F.
Mekus, consulting city
engineer.
Mekus counted the
number of cars passing
through three East
Wooster intersections
during an 18-hour period
last Friday. He said traffic
counts at one location
exceeded the ideal urban
traffic figures for a twolane highway by 4,488. An
ideal count is only 9,000
cars during a 24 hour
period he said
"The figures would
easily justify the city
widening the road," Mekus
said, "and they aren't even

extrapolated for future
growth.
City officials have
discussed widening East
Wooster for more than 10
years. Traffic generated
by the University and 1-75
often make the road barely
passable
Municipal
Administrator Wesley K.
Hoffman said.
"The city is still growing
too," Hoffman said. He
said that he believes
widening the road would be

the best solution to the
traffic problem.
City' Councilman
Richard Newlove introduced aproposalto
convert East Wooster to
four lanes last month, but
several businesses and
University President
Hollis A Moore Jr. voiced
opposition to the widening
because it would bring
traffic closer to buildings
along the street.

Seventeen per cent of the
University's
administration and faculty
members are Bowling
Green alumni.
More than 30 per cent of
the administration is made
up of Bowling Green
graduates, while about 15
per cent of the faculty were
graduated from here.
"I thuik loyalty has been
a big factor in their
return," said Richard A
Edwards, University vice
president and assistant to
the president.
"I'm not suprised by the
figure,"
he
said,
estimating the number of
graduates that return to
their alma mater at around
10-15 per cent" provided
the university is a
"medium to large size
institution."
SOME OF the faculty
members like Mark A.
Dennis, instructor of music
composition, said they
liked the salaries offered
by the University, while

would have to be covered
or fill in."

"If you get off 1-75 you
won't go out of your way to
use a better road," Hoffman said. "And there's a
big ditch (Poe Ditch)that

He said last month's
widening proposal could be
modified to reduce the
amount of land the project
would require.

Hoffman said an open
meeting at 7:30 p.m. on
Oct 19 in City Park's
Veteran
Memorial
Building will place the
issue before the public.

Application deadlines approach
Several deadlines are
approaching for applications and entries of
interest to students and
graduate students, according to James S.
Treeger, assistant director
of the Career Planning and

Placement Office.
The deadline for entries
for the "Placement
Preview" is today.
Treeger said all students
interested in having their
names included in this
publication must submit

BGSU alumni stick around
By Scott Haworth
Staff Writer

Several council members suggested widening
Poe Road instead of East
Wooster, but Hoffman said
the proposal is "unworkable" because costs
would be too high and
traffic patterns would not
change.

others like Elton C. Ringer,
associate vice president of
resource planning, were
offered positions and
simply accepted.
"I like the people that I
work with," said James B
Plaunt, assistant professor
of health and physical
education and varsity
lacrosse coach.
Plaunt, who was instrumental in getting the
sports of hockey and
lacrosse started at the
University, said he
returned because he "liked
the way things are done
around here."
"Bowling Green grows
on you," he added. "There
are very few people I've
met that haven't expressed
a wish to come back."
"I just enjoy being on a
college campus," said
James W. Lessig, director
of alumni services, expressing an opinion echoed

by many of the alumni.
When a graduate looks
for a job, Lessig said, "I
think the natural thing for
him to do is pick his home
campus."

the correct form today.
Students interested in
taking the Professional
and Administrative Career
Examination in November
must have applications
postmarked by Wednesday.
The deadline for applications for the Foreign
Service
Officer
examination is Oct 24,
with the exam to be given
on Dec. 4.
The John F. Kennedy
School,
a
GermanAmerican community
school in Germany, is

accepting applications
from interested teacher
candidates. The deadline
is December and information pertaining to the
school and the types of
positions open is available
at the placement office.
Milwaukee Public
School, recruiting on
campus Tuesday, still have
openings for teacher
candidates in math and
special education (speech
and hearing and reading).
December graduates in
those fields may sign up
now for interviews.

LOTZ
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UNBOUND: THE WOMEN
OF NEW CHINA
Presentation (with slides)
by
Prof . Joseleyne Tien
Michigan State University
Tuesday October 19, 7:30 p.m.
Pink Dogwood, Union
sponsored by Asian Roots and
Student Activities
EVERYONE IS WELCOME

The
BIG CH€€r€.
Choice Mozzarello is layered
on thick to insure a tasty mouthful in
every bite. That's why our pizza is
called the BIG CHEESE.
A plxza never had It to good.

J$&Urt&

Ftafuring Our Own
Spmcial HOT DOG
SAUCE RECIPE

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Eai-ln or Carry-Out • Ample Parking
FOR FAST CARRY-OUT Call...
m l. MAIM IT.
IB w\ MVAHIA'
iM N. SUMMIT

aOWUNO GHEEN

729-5781 478-7095 352-9995

Evwy'Tuwdgy « W«dn««fay 3 Mot, Dog* lor $1.00

203 N. Main Bowling Cr..n - 352 5166
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Opportunities beckon
women to IET major

! 10% Off Anything
J in the Store
I WITH THIS COUPON ADVERTISEMENT
[ Good Through Mondoy, October 25, 1976
JEANS-INDIA IMPORTS —
SANDBOX
ISRAELI AND GREEK JEWELRY
WEST
190 S. Main St. G
Bowling Green
Mini Mall

"There are ample opportunities for
women in technology, but not many women
have been attracted to the field," said Dr.
Jerry Streichler, director of the Industrial
Education and Technology (IET)
department.
Of the 323 IET majors at the University
last year, only 17 were women.
Approximately 75 per cent of these wore
majoring in Visual Communications
Technology (VCT).

mostly males take the courses."
However, "I think they're looking for'
women in technology fields," said fresh-.
man Robin P. Wilson, a VCT major. "If,
you're qualified, they'll take you."
Deborah 11 Unman, a sophomore'
design techonology major said, •
"Employers need women in technology. ,
Tljere's not a whole lot of us."
The only discrimination IET majors'
cited concerned salaries. "They can pay ■
us less for the same work Just because,
UNOFFICIAL statistics this year are we're women," said sophomore Patty D.
similar. But the IET department said the Quilter.aVCTmaJor.
number of women majors has been increasing slightly each year.
WOMEN IET majors claim they are not,
A representative of the U5. Department bothered by male classmates' attitudes
of Labor recently said many technological, either.
i*«
machinist and carpentry occupations, all
"They finally realized I wasn't Joking- ■
traditionally dominated by men, will be they even compliment me on my work,
filled by women in the near future.
now," said Hinman.
"But some negative stereotyping of
Cathy Wendling, a senior design'
women now exists in the field," Streichler technology major added, "The guys don't •
said. "Many schools question if a female look on me any differently Just because I'm ,
should teach technology courses, since agirL"

THE NEW BRATHAUS
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL SPECIAL 6:30 8:30
N. .v tnqlaii 1

• TUE. 5-10 HAPPY HOURS

Robin P. Wilson

Retreat zeroes in on lart of growing1

• WED. 5-10 2Is NIGHT
.:■■■■:

■

i ■
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"The Fine Art of Miller said, but the fall
Growing" will be the retreat is usually the most
theme of the United popular. Because it is a
Christian Fellowship's campus ministry sup(UCF) fall retreat, Oct. 22- ported by seven Protestant
23 at Camp Idlewild on churches, UCF retreats
Catawba Island near Port typically involve a variety
Clinton.
of people, he added.
The retreat will allow
"We have a number of
people from all walks of regulars' from the UCF
life to share their personal community who come to
experiences, Dr. Ross A. this retreat," Miller said,
Miller, director of UCF, "and others who we see
said.
only once a year. They Just
"It will give people a come for the experience.''
chance to think about
Two years ago, the fall
where they're going in life, retreat drew 55 people and
and what some of their Miller said he expects a
options for growth are," he similiar turnout this year.
said
The majority of participants are University
UCF ORGANIZES students, but the retreats
retreats four times a year. also include alumni,

• THURS. 5-7
HAPPY HOURS
• FRI. 4-7 HAPPY HOURS
• SAT. 1-5 SPECIALS
•

• . .

V

:

'Fool

• yvi

...

• SUPER SUNDAY SPECIALS
* i pin S p m

*

; m 10 pin

DRAI I

1 foi

faculty, administrators and
senior citizens.
University Provost Dr.
Kenneth W. Rothe and his
wife, will attend as
resource persons.
George Herman, professor of speech; Donald
acherer,
associate
professor of philosophy
and Sharon Baxter, former
director of Crisis Phone,
will also discuss their
experiences.
THE8E
PARTICIPANTS will "share
moments of their lives
when they feel like they've
learned something,"
Miller said.
The
discussions are designed
"to discover the keys to

■MMftMMWVWVMWMrtMMMVVWMWAArtMWrtMf}

I

DELTA UPSILON

Bevl Speooh ol lhi« entire wcuk

condition, the uniqueness
we each have, and the
choices we each may
make," say its producers.
Participants will be
housed in rustic, solar-.
heated cabins and should
bring sleeping bags and
personal supplies. Cost of
the retreat is 16.
Cars will leave the UCF
Center, 313 Thurstin St. at 6
p.m. Friday, Oct. 22 and
return at 6 p.m. the next
day. Anyone interested
should contact UCF by
Wednesday at the center
(352-7534).

**************

The News staff

*
*'

hopes everyone

LIL SIS DISCO and
Sip inbo somebhing

growing in life-better
ways of living to try out"
Discussions will be
supplemented by short
talks, planned exercises
and games, but much of
the interaction will be
informal and spontaneous.
"Both in seriousness and
in fun, sharing experiences
will help people grow,"
Miller said.
A film entitled "Where
All Things Belong," also
will be presented. The
movie attempts to introduce the concept of an
"ever-renewing human

*.
*•
*'

GORGEOUS LEG NIGHT

has a

SUNDAY-NIGHT 7 P.M.-?

* happy homecoming *]
***************

SWEETEST DAY SAT.OCT.16
CASH 'N' CARRY
Sweetheart Roses
Long Stem Red Roses

5.50 doz.
10.00 doz.

Whippin' up a party
Sure makes 'em happy.

MYLES FLOWERS
IN DAIRY QUEEN BLDG.
Comfort* A Cota
Comfort"* TUP

352-2002

Comfort-& Hitter Lemon
Comfort * & t »r;in«c Juice

Comfort-& Tonic
Comfort'^ Milk

353-2802

Turtleneck Tops
Try this sextet of combos.
Because Southern Comfort is
MI delirious jusl by itself,
il makes terrific drinks in
iiiinbii with juices, SodlS, etc.

a must for your fall wardrobe]
Choose from over 12 colors

. Theres nothing 90 delicious as Southern Comfort* on-the-rocks!
U\. Ifiit hoitdt Ordor Bt.nk

I Slip mio something Com/or fable
order a
SOUTHERN
COMFORT

| SHI**
I i..~
.... I-

T-SHIRT I

A tett IOO proof t>4>gs<

oniy S3 ##f A

«... ,...
.....
' «

..,
rr:—i
• law

b. Iff ftrit m you' crowd to own ontl

J'jVJ.'uvn
M u« ■» oia

Reg. and cowl necklines
100 per cent
cotton-cotton blends
$9.00$ 12.00

The Powder Puff
525 Ridq. St.
9 30-5:30- Tuot. Till 9 p.m.
(lit block W. of McDonald)

■

How 'bout them Sigs
Ain't they snappy

Homecoming Weekend
Sure'll show it's true
'Cause they'll be watching football
An' drinkin' lotsa brew.
Wanna have the greatest
Ain't nothin' to it
Psych 'em up
Party down
Be a Sig an' do it.
HERE'S to the Sigma Ch/'s
HAVE A WONDERFUL
HOMECOMING CELEBRATION

BRENT & PAM

The photographer for senior)
'jyfJf£ 4 pictures will be at The Key
fO&jfa \ from Oct. 25'Nov. 19!
($r

FORAPP'TCALL:2-0086
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Offers internships, broad overview

l*ocal Briefs

American studies explores culture
ByVlckiStfford

Theater tickets

Makeup Editor

Season tickets to six University Theater productions
may be purchased for $12 each.
Ticket orders should specify the number of tickets
desired, seating preference and performance night
selected. Mail orders should be addressed to: Theater
Department, 322 South Hall. Checks should be made
payable to Bowling Green State University.
Tickets win be held on reserve at the theater box
office which will be open 9 a.m. -5 p.m. on weekdays.

Faculty grants

."fi-"<

Applications for Faculty Development Grants are
being accepted by the Faculty Development Program
Implementation Committee.
Guidelines for the grants, updated for the 1976-77
year will be available in the Office of the Provost.
Deadline is Nov. 10, at 5 p. m.
Faculty Development Speed Grants continue to be
available on a noo-deadline, first-come, first considered basis.

Working for a U.S.
Congressman or mounting
pieces for a museum are
only a few job internships
available to American
studies majors, said Dr.
Alma J. Payne, director of
the American Studies
Program at the University.
An American studies
major gains a broad
overview of the American
people through work in six
different departments.
The departments presently
included in the program
are art, English, history,
philosophy, political
science and sociology.
"The better you understand American people,
the better you can work
with them'' Payne said.

The McCarthy "76 Committee is opening its Toledo
headquarters at 11 a.m. today. The office is at 3354
Monroe St, near Auburn Ave. and the phone number is
24M3M.

Location changed
' U
Beginning Monday, the Bowling Green City Council
will meet in the Administrative Services Building, 304
N. Church St., instead of their previous location at 324
N. Maple St. The meetings will start at 8 pm
The City Board of Zoning Appeals will meet in the
same building at 7:30 p.m. on the third Tuesday of
each month. The City Planning Commission will meet
at 7:30 p.m. on the first Wednesday of each month.

Wood Lane

I

Wood Lane School Mothers Club is selling National
Association for Retarded Citizens Christmas cards
and calendars designed by mentally retarded persons.
Cards are available in boxes of 25 each. Deadline for
orders is Nov. 1. To order cards or calendars call Faye
Lam, 352-7143, or Linda Donley, 6860770.

Poetry reading

Other careers that could
stem from an American
studies major include work
in government, libraries,
museums, law, military
training and mass media.
Last year, three students
from the University were
involved in Washington
internships which included
working with congressmen
or lobbyists.
Students entering the

program are encouraged
to fill the general
requirements before
choosing a major field of
concentration.
The
program requires only 23
hours of courses in the
major field, so even as a
senior it is possible to
change majors without
difficulty, Payne said.

American
study
programs."
On the graduate level,
the program is nationally
known and offers a Master
of Arts, a Master of Arts in
teaching and a Ph.D. with
American studies as a
concentration in English or
history. Only two courses
and one thesis are required

ENROLLMENT during
the last two years has
dropped from 120 students
to about 7W0 students. The
loss is due to a big drop in
education majors in recent
years, Payne said.

Fremont meeting focuses on
former President Hoyes' life

"We have to make
people aware of us,"
Payne said. "Too many
people have never heard
of the program, because
high schools do not have

Deficiencies conference

McCarthy

.-is.

A DEGREE is available
to students in the colleges
of arts and sciences and
education, but it is particularly valuable to those
in education, she said,
explaining that students in
education get an overall
look a* America and many
different areas of study.

*j

to improve study skills
College students from
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan
and Ohio will attend a
Developmental Education
Conference here early next
week.
The
conference,
designed to assist students
with deficiencies in
writing, reading and other
basic skills, will be conducted Sunday through
Tuesday.
The theme for this year's
conference is "Prospects
and Challenges for the
Future." The program
will consist of 16
workshops, with topics
ranging from career and
life
planning
and
developmental
mathematics to evaluating
Whio dqie\§pmental
education i

Allen and Dara Wier, creative writing instructors at
Hollins College, Va. will speak at 9:15 tonight in the
Commuter Center Lounge. They will present a
reading of their poetry and fiction. Their appearance
is sponsored by the Creative Writing Program and is
free and open to the public.

Free recital
Violinist Paul Makara and pianist Walter Baker will
appear in concert at 8 tonight in the Recital Hall of the
College of Musical Arts. It is free and open to the
public.
They will perform Stravinsky's "Duo Concertante,"
Shubert's 'Phantasie in C, opus 159," plus works by
Debussy, Prokofiev. Dvorak and Paganini.

L0TZ
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ACCORDING to Dr.
Charles
L.
Means,
University vice provost for
academic affairs, students
are not as well-prepared
for college as in earlier
years.
College Entrance
examination scores are
continuing to decline, he
said.
Because of this
trend, colleges have
developed programs to
help students improve
their learning and communication skills. Means
said.
"We can't ignore the
deficiencies that the

students may have and we
must realize that the
problems won't correct
themselves," he said.
Speakers for this year's
conference will include,
University Provost Kenneth W. Rothe, Rep.
Charles F. Kurfess (RPerrysburg).
Congressman Louis Stokes
(D-Cleveland), Rev. Henry
Nicholson, an educator and
author from St. Louis, Mo.
and the keynote speaker,
Dr. James Norton, Ohio
Board of Regents chancellor.

>v
BRI6HAMS
Sh GREENHOUSE

Many Americans have
been celebrating the
Bicentennial this year, but
members of the MichiganOhio-Indiana
American
Studies Assn., are observing another anniversary.
One hundred years ago
Rutherford B Hayes, then
governor of Ohio, was
chosen as the Republican
candidate for President.
The year 1876 also marked
the opening of the International Centennial
Exposition in Philadelphia
Hayes played an important
role in urging reforms to
save money for Ohio's
exhibit.
The association is
meeting today and
tomorrow at Spiegel
Grove, Hayes' estate in
Fremont. The program
will begin at 2 p.m. in the
Hayes library.
Dr. Alma J. Payne,
chairman of the American
studies program at the
University,
said
tomorrow's sessions are
designed to discuss ways in
■wi
i

of graduate students.
"A great many foreign
students are drawn to the
American
studies
program, because of an
interest in the American
culture as a whole," Payne
said.
Payne started the
program in 1957. She and

which journalism, the
visual media, history,
literature, sociology and
art can be used to examine
American
cultural
materials.
"TOE STRUCTURE of
the program itself is an
organic representation of
American studies," she
said.
Following an opening
speech by Watt P. Marchman, director of the
Hayes Library, there will
be slide presentations
focusing on the former
President's life and career
at Spiegel Grove and
reflecting on America as it
celebrated its first one
hundred years.
Payne will present a
paper which will explore
the role of the Howells
family in the election of
Hayes. She will examine
the writing of the Hayes
campaign biography by
William Dean Howells and
the influence which
Howell's father and
brother, editors of the

COMPLETE LINE OF KITCHENWARE
IMPORTED TEAS, HERBS, & SPICES

.(fc
W)

Ashtabula Sentinel, had on
the 1876 election.
State elections were held
in October and Hayes'
third term as governor was
announced in the October
14th edition of the Sentinel
with a suggestion that the
Governor would make a
suitable candidate for
President.
Tne elder
Howells also helped influence the election of
James A. Garfield a few
years later and subsequently earned the
nickname, "President
Maker of Ohio."
The Saturday session
will conclude with a luncheon address by Dr.
Leslie J. Fishel Jr.,
president of Heidelberg
College.

WKIQ
93 FM
Presents

THE BREAKFAST!
SERIAL
Monday-Friday
7:25 A.M.

Large foliage plants
Houseplants
•Hanging baskets $2.00 & up
Clay & ceramic pottery
Open daily 8-7 Sunday 10-5

Dr. Robert Mertz compose
the American studies
faculty, but most of a
student's courses are taken
in other departments.
For any students interested in the American
studies program, an open
house will be held on Oct
27 in 214 University Hall
from 11 a.m.- 5p.m.

£

NEXT WEEK
Hopalong Cassidy
The Clean-up
of Caribou Mesa
Presented By
Frlsch's Big Boy

133W.Wooster
M.,T.,W.,R., Sat. 10-6 Fri. 10-8

and
Roy Rogers

BRING A FRIEND
AND TRY THE
NEWEST TASTE
TREAT IN E.G.

GREENYIEWAPTS.
HOW RENTING
{OPEN DAILY 12-6. EXCEPT SUN
6,9,12 MONTH LEASES

IT LOOKS LIKE SOFT ICE CREAM!

ZH lapcleon Rd.

IT EVEN HAS A TWIST ON TOP LIKE
SOFT ICE CREAM
BUT IT DOESN'T TASTE LIKE
SOFT ICE CREAM BECAUSE

IT'S FROZEN YOGURT!
i

Homecoming 1° Special
Buy a 35* Cone or Cup and
Get Another One for
Just a PENNYI
Offer Good thru

Friday, Saturday & Sunday

THE YOGURT FACTORY
1420 E. Wooster Next to SAM B'S
Open 11 A.M.-11 P.M. Daily
(across from Harshman) 362-8338
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New f rat initiates 30 members
Pi Kappa Phi will become the University's 28th
fraternity when it is issued a charter by its national
organization tomorrow.
Thirty students will be initiated into the fraternity at
the First Methodist Church. 1506 E. Wooster Kd, by Pi
Kappa Phi members from Toledo and Wright State
universities.
They will become charter members of the University's
chapter at tomorrow night's banquet in Harshman
cafeteria.
The fraternity began organizing last winter quarter,
said Capt. John M. Sovich, assistant professor of
aerospace studies and the fraternity's adviser.
"ITS real close-knit group," he said. "One of the real

up and coming fraternities on campus. It already has a
pledge class of 10."
The organization's president, Kevin T. Seward said
some of the goals of the fraternity are "to become involved in some charity fund raising activities, as well as
some social events, to get more people involved with
fraternities and participate in the campus greek activities."
Seward said he would like to build more unity between
greek houses and establish a better rapport with students
in an effort to counteract the anti-greek sentiment he said
is widespread on campus.
The fledgling chapter shares a house on campus with
the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
Pi Kappa Phi has 84 chapters nationally, including
36,000 student and alumni members.
by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
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ALSO I WATCHED HER WORK
THE STREETTODAY, DESPITE
HER WASPISH AffECTATKNS,
LACEY SEtMSTOHAYE THE
COMMON TOUCH.

WELL, ITS POSSIBLE,
JOANIE. SUB'S BEEN
ARPUW FOR AWHILE,
AND SHE DOBS HAVE

RICK.TELl ME STRAIGHT.
DOYOUTHINK lACEY
LWENPORTWIU PULL
EN0H6HVOTESV^
HURT6HNY?

TmRJU.SU>-,
1

KRTOFHER
PARTY.

I 31 YOU POOR SAME AS
r^ BBfUattr USUU,LACEY
*£■»; HPPKNB)

LAYOFF /v.

9\ MW cm! /s

\

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

64 Paat
66 Well-informed
67 Endoeing framework.
69 Actreee Signoret
80 KrhM
81 Christener
82 ReUtive of Uncle
Sam

1 Elma^M
ago: Rom.
7 Concert
12 Family Mm. of
gnat ecaantfat
IS GerJogicau period
18 Shortly: Port
IS Auguotua.od
Hadrian
18 Doctor.'gp
19 Cryheirdata
fox hunt
21 Skip
22 Rangod
24 DoopoUo
26 MocUovel .niead
27 Pro

1
2
3
4
6
8
7
8
9
10
11
12
14

28 Family
rn.in.tay.

29 Hawk, claw
31 Pourfluabar
38 Provided that.
old style pbraae
34 WordofaUnd
37 Collector.' item.
38 Barbarian Ida*
circe 400 A.D.
3V Dane.
40 More furtive
41 Overueed introductory word
42 Squabble:
CoUoq.

17
20
23
26
28
30
32
33
34
86
36

46 Day: Poet
46 Clevemeee

48

in the
bucket
60 Mediterranean
port of Spam
62 Olven to prank.

37
39*
< 41
43

DOWN
Woodchuca
Stick
Israeli coin
Actor Nolan
Strange: Prefix
Argue-eyed
Small lizard.
Barbecue
Top winner
Cordova coin
Painter of a aort
Hem-..
Reeembunc th.
heath plant
Trepeziat'. forte
Buffalo Bill
Dominion
Gillyflower
Then: Fr
On.jet
Split
Bring a price
Lief.
Refer, (to)
Start of a
nursery rhyme
Sportive: CoUoq.
Mere money
American writer
Treat in . lunch

0

»
. e

:>
! e

.»
I*«

box
44 Kind of "bug." in
"Ox" tele
47 City of SW New
Hampshire
48 The "Heathen
China." in
Harte-Twain play
49 Model
61 Weapons Let.
63 One of the Delano.
68 Ran. or Pierre.
par example
68 Stenciler's item

10 MTOQ!?
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ElMTT
Ul-JMUH LsLUJU
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UHU UUbllfkl
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HHUHPI ana
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nrRRnnu umjuiuati

UM. WRITING
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PRESS CONFERENCE, RICK*
UHHUH.
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KAUFMAN'S
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"IF NOTHIN6 EISB, LACEY
CWENPORT IS AN ESULUEN7
AND COLORFUL CMXOATE.
HER IDEAS SHIMMER WITH
VmtUTY.ANP.."
H0&
JOAme.

HCK WHATIS THIS?!
"SUMMER WITH VITALITY"?
YOU'RE SUPPOSED 10 BE
ANALYim, NOTPHOm-

UHOSESIPE
ARE YOU ON.
TRUTH.
ANYWAY?! BEAUTY.
YOUKNOW.

S Rooms to Serve You
Luncheon & Pinner Specials
Our Barbarossa Room
features a Seafood &
Prime Rib buffet with
salad bar and desserts.
163 S. Main St.
353-3251

HEALTH
FOOD

Classifieds

at

[DJ

/&Jmc**
•OWING G*itN. OHIO

ILOTZI

Shops

115 W M.rry
J52-9157

PROSECUTOR

RTED PARTS CENT!
LESALE RETAIL FULL SERVICE DEPT.
Major Distributor ot Foreign Car Parts
American High Performance Parts • Van Accessories
WEEKDAYS 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
SATURDAYS 8 a.m.-I p.m.

3fe

Botch 3,°
MG Mitten

N

BAP\GEON
~-^es*J»swa»*jr

352-9291'

MAIN

(Downtown) Bowling Green
also our Toledo store:

5252 Monroe St.

Phone 885-2596

K

Congratulations to
you
and Spence on your Alpha
O.m-Theta
Chi
lavaliering
ActiveChristlensTodey Bible Study Llf. .1 Christ ACT
impui House. 403 C lough St., «t 1:00 p.m.
Bowling Green Geology Club meeting I. ream 070
Overman H.ll.t 12 noon today. Roger "Woody" Mett.n
of Western Nuclear will sp.ak on "Uranium Exploration
in W yoming"

Pick up your
Student Toll Dialing Card
now!

Charge calls on your dorm phone
and save money.
See us by Oct. 15.

People's Chess Federation, Commuter Center Irom to
a.m. to 3 p.m. every Saturday. Anyone interested In
ch.ss is w.lcom. to drop by at anytime during the day.

Oo big Turd.

Sunday, Octob.rl7. 1074
Alph. Phi Om.g. meeting room 101 Lit. Sci.nc. at 7:10
p.m.
BGSU Scuba Club meeting, Natatortym at 0-10 p.m.
Open to all.
Grace Breth.rn Church Worship Service at 10 a.m.,
Bible Fellowship at II a.m. and evening worship .1 7
p.m.

Duplicate Bridge Match In th. Ohio Suit* of th. Union,
Sunday Oct. 17th. Play starts promptly at 1:10 and is
open to all .xp.rienc.d bridge players either with or
without . partner.
PUBLIC NOTICE
o w ling
this
quart.r
Green State University will
publish
th.
Permanent
University
Telephone
Directory
which
will
include
the
following
Information
for each
student living on campus:
name, campus telephone,
and campus residence end
room number, and far
each student living oft
campus:
name,
home
telephone, city , state,
and Up code. Any student
11 years old or older or the
parent el a student under
is who eblects to these
listings must make written
notification of request lor
complete omission Irom
the directory by providing
th* student's name and
social security number to
th* Publications Office,
SI*
Administration
Building, Bowling Green
State
University
Notification
must
be
received
by
S
p.m.
Octobti 21, 1074.
LOST* FPU MO
Set of 1 Key on a chain.
CalH-4111,

SERVICES O

STADIUM PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

FEMALE DATES WANTED.
CALL 3 52 9130. til p.m.
Big Turd weekend is here.

LOST Silver ring, shaped
Ilk* a spider w turquoise
stone. REWARD ottered
1S1-I77I.

GEL1ERAL TELEPHOL1E

you're excellent!
Sweetest
Day.

Saturday. October 14, 1074

Active Christians Today, Alumni Room, Union at 10:30
a.m. Worship service.

YOUR T-D CARD
IS READY

Ruby,
Happy
K.ren.

EM PA
Emotional
and
Material PTaganaacy Aid.
We cart 3)1 llll. MiFII p.m. TSJ, W. Th. 4:30*:11 p.m.
Will give piano
Call 3S3-41I*.

lessons.

Expert typing, ieasona.lt
rates 3517315.

Experienced,
accurate
typist.
Olsertatlo ns.
reports, etc. Call 351 1303.
Will
do
light
housecleaning,
babysitting, Ironing (shirts
also). 132-996!.
Typing
dona
far all
assignments.
Call
352
1000.
WANTED
I f. rmmte. to subl. house
Wtr. Spr. atrs. tit mo. All
util. pd. Andrea 3S2-S74S.
Need l P. rmmte. Apt. DS
at Sll E. M.rry. Near
campus. Call 1S1-0IS0 or
311-4400.
Warm professional couple
seek female companion
far
travel
and
ham*
entertainment.
Live-in
possible
Haply Bo» 02,
Maumee, Ohio. 41117.
Will swap our 1 man apt.
tor a 1 man apt. Call altar
7 p.m. 331-1*10.
PERSONALS:
Delta
Sigma:
Congratulations an year
chartering as a chapter ot
PI Kappa Phi Fraternity.
We
wish
you
much
success.
Ohia
Alamnl
Association.
Pi Kappa Phi-Delta Sigma
congratulations and best
wishes an your recent
chartering. The brothers
and alumni af the State af
Michigan.
Penny, Next lime gat that
caadla hater* someone
• Ita
dae.it

C.C.--"B.YLOTMT." Better
show up in time tor your
mum, rat.
Happy Birthday loosely,
from
your
Batchelder
Buddies.
Chris, even though you
are in far off Erie. Pa..
Happy
Sweetest
Day.
Doug.
Gayle.-On Sweetest Day It
only will be It months to
the day. Kevin.
FREE
ROSES
ARE
IN
BLOOM.
Fri.
Oct.
IS
Happy Sweetest D.y Irom
WINDFALL.
Hoy
Jingles To
th.
sw.etest
Slg
Ep
on
Sweetest Day one veer
today. Love Sassy.
Ski Aspen 1204.00. Round
trip air tare lift tickets,
deluxe hotel. Dec. 10-10.
Interested? Leave name A
phone Shatiel IOC.
Savings ot 10 per cent
thru-out
entire
store.
Tapestries,
bedspreads,
fishnets, mugs. Tea sets,
Incenses, wooden, onyx
chess sets-all in en* place.
Vatans.
Fr*. coll... doughnuts,
cid.r a 10 par c.nt off
entire
stem.
Our 7th
Anniversary Vatans. tot N.
Main.
DZ
littles
thank
the
brothers ot Sigma Chi,
Oelta
Tau
Delta,
Phi
Kappa Psl, and Phi Kappa
Tau, lor making tkalr big's
paddle
hunt
a
great
success!
DZ
littles
laved
their
dinner and ar* psyched to
go activa.lt
Read |.i el Wuv wee.
Woo Wuv Wee? Happy
Sweetest
Day,
Turkey!
Luv. A.M.P.

time. What a Great time!
Th.nx for th. warm up
Love The ChiO's.
SWEETEST DAY SPECIAL:
Mums: Arrangements 54.
Delv'd.
BG.
Bunch 75
C*nts. Pl.ntS. SI. Ph. alter
3.
15 2-t 1 IS.
Cremley's
Bishop at Bnm.
Happy
Sweetest
Day
Ctui*. l.ove. FunyRaf.
W ANTED :
JA N ET
A LEXA N D ER
FO R
HOMECOMING DATE
HELP WANTED
Advertising sales position
w rapidly
expanding
business.
In
Findi.y,
Fremont • Tiffin areas.
Full A part-time positions
avail. 1530tl4.
WBGU-FM
need
news
writers and broadcasters
Contact Chuck 2 144 7 or
411 S. Hall.
Addressers
wanted ' *■
Immediately!
Work
at '
horn*.-no
experience
necessary excellent pay.
,
Write American Service,
4*50 wayiata Blvd.. Suite
"
132,
Minneapolis,
Mn.
5542*.
*
——.

g

Help Wanted: Part time
10-2 weekdays. Apply at
Hutch Pel Shop, toll S.
Main. B.G.

'
,

Full A part time help
wanted.
All
positions
available Apply in person
II p.m. 2:30 a.m. Dixie
Electric Company. 25411
Dixie
H igh way.
Pvrrysburg,
Ohio.
174044*.

■■*';
.
*
J
a

FOR SALE
Plant Sal* at th* Rain
Forest. Thurs, Fri Sat. 1(4
Rear ol So. Main in the
Mini Malt.
I Speed Ladles bike. 371.
1443.
Th. Den 21
per
cent.
Outerwear.

per cent 50
Jeans Shirts-

_.
:

i':

,.

Irish Setter Pups AKC. I
Shots » wormed. 137-5715 -:
alter*.
*^^^^™ '

^™""™~~-^™* ..

GIANT
WAREHOUSE
SALE
at
SOUND
ASSOCIATES. Look for our '
ad in Thurs. paper.
FOR RENT

To
Har
Sweetie
i.u
'Bucket Fulls."
Love His
Lady.

Haven
Heusa
Manor
openings 3 bdrm furn., 0 4''
II mo leases
Call 352

Diane, congratulations to
yau aad Oat* an yaur
Alpha
Gam-Sigma
Na
lavaliering

111-0171.

Kappa
Sigs everything
turned out iust right. W hat
a great lima an a Friday
Night I Love The ChlO's.
Dens-Rrst time In a Vang

1 room Apt. Pull Bath. S

""•
Sleeping

rooms-Male. 'K^'P

Preferred Praps. Houses*
apts. tor rent. 111-0171.

mln Irom Campus. Cell*"**Vl
anytime, isi-oios.
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New counselors bring experience,
quality to campus life-planning center
ByOteUeMcaure
A student enters the
Personal Development and
life Planning Center (PD1PC) In 320 Student Service. She finds campus life
extremely lonely and has
heard that this is the place
to go for counseling. She
thinks she can trust the
counselors because they
have been instructed to
keep information confidential.

Dr. Betty M. Duson,
coordinator of individual
services, might be the
counselor who spends time
helping this lonely girl.
Duson is new this year in
the University PD-LPC
and is responsible for
handling the intake of
people who don't have
appointments in addition to
evaluating the center's
services, handling waiting
lists and making sure that
each individual gets a

counselor to best fit his
needs.
Also new at the center is
Dr. Marc R. King, who is
coordinator of group
programs which deal with
many areas including
career-planning, selfassertion, personal
growth, and friendship
initiating skills. He is also
an
individual
and
residence hall counselor,
he said.
"I'm getting to do what

Chinese leaders faceturmoil
Two counselors, Dr. Marc King and Dr. Betty Duson, were
recently hired by the Personal Development and Ufe PUumine
Cqtfcr,

Vaccine consent form issued
' All University students and faculty
members immunized with the swine flu
vaccine must sign a consent form, according to Dr. William D. Harm, Wood.
County immunization director.
< The form warns that while most persons
have no side effects from the vaccine,
some persons may experience tenderness
at the site of the shot, fever, chills,
headaches or muscle aches within the first
48 hours.
' Because the vaccine is grown in egg
cultures, persons with egg allergies should

receive the vaccine only under special
medical supervision.
Persons suffering from a fever should
delay getting vaccinated until their temperature has decreased. Persons who have
received another type of vaccine in the last
14 days also should consult a physician
before taking the flu vaccine.
One shot will protect most persons from
swine and Victoria flu during the next flu
season, although a second shot or a different dosage may be required for persons
under age 25.

REGISTRATION FORM
/ hare read the abore ttetiment about swine and Victoria flu. the raceme, and the sreaal precautions 1 Hart had an opportunity to ask questions, inctujtne questions rerar.lint sacclnallon
recommendations for persons under ate 25, and understand the benefit! and risks of flu vaccination I request that it be siren to me or to the person named below of whom I am the parent or
guardian
INFORMATION ON rtSSON TO URCUVITS9H

FORCIMCUM

TOKYO (AP)--Hua
Kuofeng was believed to be
consolidating his position
as China's top leader at a
high-level meeting in
Peking yesterday, but the
government maintained its
official silence on the
reported turmoil in the
Chinese hierarchy.
Scores of limousines
were seen outside Peking's
Great Hall of the People on
Wednesday night, Hapan's
Kyodo news agency
reported.
In Taipei, a Nationalist
Chinese analyst said
members of the Communist party's Central
Committee had begun
gathering in Peking on
Tuesday.
It was not known
whether the reported
meeting would face the
task of rubber-stamping
HUB'S selection to succeed
the late Mao Tse-tung as
party chairman, or would
have to deal with factional
strife surrounding the
question of succession.
THE FIRST SIGNS of

Ford responds to fund queries
WASHINGTON (AP)President Ford held a news
conference yesterday in an
effort to put to rest
questions about the handling of contributions to his
House campaigns. His
Democratic opponent
Jimmy Carter said he had
np reason to disagree with
the Watergate prosecutor's
statement clearing Ford of
any wrongdoing.
, Meanwhile, the candidates for vice president
prepared for their debate
tonight in Houston.
. Sens. Walter F. Mondale
(D-Mina) and Robert F.
Dole (R-Kans.) are to meet
in a single 75-minute
debate with no limitations
•onsubject matter. The last
of the three debates between Ford and Carter is
scheduled for Oct. 22 in
WiUiamsburg, Va.
'Special Watergate
Prosecutor Charles Ruff
issued
a
two-page

statement yesterday about
the campaign fund investigation in which he
said, "The matter has now
been: closed, and counsel
for the President has been
so advised."
"THE MATTER" was
an allegation from an
informant that Ford had
diverted contributions

from two maritime unions
to his personal use. Ruff
said no evidence was found
to support the allegations.
Three weeks ago, Ford
told a news conference he
was confident he would be
absolved
of
any
wrongdoing.
But while the allegation
remained pending, it hung

such a power struggle were
reports that more than 30
leaders of the party's
radical faction, including
Mao's widow, Chiang
Ching, has been arrested
as a result of a plot to forge
Mao's directives in order
to have his widow succeed
him
Peking has not
confirmed the arrests.
The Taipei analyst, Kuo
Chien-huei, deputy
director of Taiwan's
Institute of International
Relations, predicted that
the Central Committee
would have to deal with the
radical-moderate clash

personified by Chiang
Ching and Teng Hsiaoping, the vice premier
fired by Mao in April
Teng infuriated the
radicals by opposing their
constant agitation for
ideological purity.

I've been trained to do. I
think that is very rare
these days," Dudson said.
SHE HAS previously
taught courses in death
and death preparation for
the health department at
the University of Texas in
Austin, coordinated a
telephone crisis service
there and had experience
in marriage and family
counseling.
She
is
currently
preparing to conduct "The
Women's Growth Group,"
she said.
Duson said she stays
busy keeping track of who
responds to what group,
evaluating and researching the center's activities and contacts and
evaluating the quality of
the center's services.

"We're trying to make it
a comfortable place to
come," she said.
Duson received a
bachelors degree in
psychology and a doctorate
in counseling psychology
at the University of Texas.
"I'm really excited
about my job," King said.
"It has really fulfilled my
experience.
He worked two years in
the counseling center in
Austin counseling Individual students and
couples and designing and
leading group activities.
His experience includes
working one semester in a
state hospital and one
semester with mentally
retarded adults, he said.

WKLQI
93 FM
presents

THE YEAR'S BIGGEST THRILLER!
STARTS WEDNESDAY, NOV. 3RD
WATCH WRIT!

CIGARETTES

■V ^

13.50 PER CARTON
Buy direct from a wholesaler
We have all Amencan brands
No extra charge rot King's.
lOO'sot niters
* All we require it a minimum
order for 2 cartons - These
can all be of the same brand
or combination of brands
When ordering be aa specific aa
yuu can about quantity, brand,
and sue and encloae a check
in money order (sorry, no
C.O.D.'al and sand to:
*
*

FOOTBALL
Kent State
vs.
BGSU Falcons
Sat. 1.00 P AA
with
Bill Blair
&

Glen Cerny

A thriller
scrvm.pl.iy by

WILLIAM GOLDMAN from nu novel
m
produced by
"
ROBERT EVANS SIDNEY BECKERMAN
directed By JOHN SCHLESINGER —

SOl'THIRN TOBACCO
J°l A/agon Avenue
Coral Cables, Florida 3)134

HearChris Hof
Every Nite
7 pm-1 am

over the Ford campaign
and stirred unpleasant
inemorles of Watergate. It
was a rhatter the President
and his campaign advisers
wanted resolved as quickly
as possible.
Not since Feb. 17, has
Ford held a formal,
nationally televised news
conference.

McDonald's new eggs and
sausage. The breakfast
folks are scrambling for.
SAYS
GOOD LUCK FALCONS
AGAINST KENT STATE!
OOOOOOOBBOC3DO,

COUPON

ON ANY
LARGE PIZZA

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Hsend to* youf up-tc-dete. 160Jpeje. mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to row postage and
•tahdma,.
«MSEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC
11327 IDAHO AVE , • 206
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90025
»
12131 477-8*74

Expires Nov. Isi, /976
ooooeee
SERVING FROM
7 a.m.- 10:30 a.m.

CQVPQIH

CAN* reteerch Papers are told for
research purposes only.

£
HorieSock Riding
No Guide*
Hoyrrdt and Roc
Hall ftanto/s

jppUGLAS MEADOWS
RANCH
2755 M.

151

T#oi pet on ce, Mfcri.
'

3I3-SS6 3973

Come in and try
McDonald's new ewjs
and sausase for breakfast
and you won't have to
scramble tomorrow.
That's because we'll
have two fluffy fresh
Grade A eggs scrambled
up for you.
Along with a patty
of sizzling hot pure pork

sausage. And a buttery
McDonald's for breakfast
toasted English muffin
tomorrow. And avoid the
with jelly.
usual morning scramble.
You can get the
We Holt
entire big hearty
breakfast for a very, very
reasonable price. And,
you can get your
favorite juice, coffee or
milk to go along with it.
So, stop in at

SI.00
OFF

The biggest selection
anywhere. In the most
colors and sizes We ve
8ot it. All in dne place.
iurs. Fall into the Gap

ON ANY
MEDIUM PIZZA

0 1*7S McOon*M-| CwixWatJon

FRANKLIN PARK
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Cavs breeze to easy victory
ByBMEotep
Sports Editor
There was a little bit for
everyone last night in
Anderson Arena.
For starters: there was
the Cleveland Cavaliers'
12047 exhibition victory
over the Detroit Pistons.
Add to that the return of
Nate Thurmond and
Cornelius Cash, Bowling
Green's top two career

rebounders and Bill Fitch,
an ex-Falcon coach; a 24second clock, and a
University band and you
have
the
National
Basketball Assn.
And the estimated
turnout of 4,500, didn't
seem to mind the easy
Cavs win, which unproved
their pre-season record to
3-2. The local gathering
roared their approval

IN FACT, the biggest
ovation the Pistons
received all night was
when Cash was introduced
with his fellow Detroit
starters.
But that's not to say the
game lacked excitement.
Far from it. For instance:
-At the 1:57 mark of the
third period. Cash, who
scored nine points and
grabbed six rebounds,
breezed by Cleveland's

He wants to be a Piston

Cash likes his chances
ByBOlEstep
Sports Editor
Cornelius Cash may have finally found
a home in the National Basketball Assa
The former Bowling Green cage
standout, who saw action in last night's
exhibition game here, likes his chances of
making the Detroit Pistons' regular
season roster.
"Things have been going pretty well,"
the 6-8 forward said from Detroit Wednesday night. "They want to keep five or
six forwards this season. They have two
more players to cut, one forward and one
guard, before the season starts Oct. 23.
"They're (Detroit) trying to make
deals to trade people also," he said.
"They want to work it out so everyone
can play somewhere. From talking to
some people, they want to keep me here.

Rf-vf A
I1IIIV

Former Bowling Green eager Nate Thurmond (in light Jersey)
battles Detroit's Bob Unier (16) and another Piston for a
rebond during last night's NBA odbition game in Anderson
Arena The Cavaliers won the contest 120-97.

FOOTBALL CONTEST
ENTRANTS!

Yanks win
Despite a three-run
Kansas City homer late in
the game, the New York
Yankees
won
the
American League pennant
with a 7-6 victory last night
in Yankee stadium, three
games to two.

TUESDAY'S FOOTBALL CONTEST HAS
ONE INCORRECT GAME-MINNESOTA
DOES NOT PLAY NORTHWESTERN
THIS WEEKEND. THIS GAME WILL
NOT COUNT IN SCORING.

WHILE THEY LAST
100% WOOL

ITS AIJ. a far cry from last season,
when the three-time all-Mid-American
Conference selection was cut by the
Milwaukee Bucks after being taken in the
second round of the draft.
"Last year I saw no more that 10
minutes of playing time in the exhibition
season," Cash said. "I just sat there and
kept my mouth closed I didn't fit into
their fast-breaking style of play."
But he's playing now. He saw 20 minutes

BRING YOUR BURGEE
TO HOMECOMING I

Rugby club
The Bowling Green
rugby team plays Findlay
and Sandusky beginning at
1 pm tomorrow at Poe
Ditch
Field.

BARGAIN PRICES
SATURDAY

SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEE'S
ADUtnOMVtl.MI

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT
...AUSTUOttm II.M...NITHI.D.I

NOW

SEE IT HERE)
"TNI SAIIOO WHO Hll ROM GAACE WITH TMi SIA"
TOMCMY AT 71N AND tiM ML
SATURDAY AT lit*- 7: JO AND »iM P.M.
SUNDAY AT 1:M- 4:M - 7:M AW t: JO P.M.

*7A-tf.lW///\ ^ Hll hi lift' ST.I .ll/f///«s//r.lir ft>.IHVMII.f'/

<The&u]or
S&L

is the man of
action we need
for Prosecuting
Attorney
—Democrat—
Warren Lotz is Qualified,
Experienced and Energetic.

[ONLY AT

(COMING THIS WEEKEND)

DETROIT, who will get
another shot at the winners' Saturday night in
Birmingham, Ala., just
couldn't cope with the Cavs
breakaways or its 21
turnovers.
Or the Cavs'Austin Carr,
who led all scorers with 22
points, for that matter.
Foots Walker added 14.
Guard Kevin Porter topped
Detroit with 13. Thurmond
garnered five points and
four rebounds.
The Cavs took 60-43
halftime and 87-62 leads
and breezed thereafter.
While Thurmond and
Cash started and played
the entire first quarter, the
Cavs broke out to a 33-25

Warren Lotz

MEXICAN SWEATERS
METAMORPHOSIS

of action in Tuesday's victory over
Buffalo.
"I even played some center," said
Cash, who spent last summer at a
basketball camp in Los Angeles. "Leon
Douglas got in foul trouble and (Herb)
Brown (coach) didnt play Bob Unier.
I've been seeing a lot more playing
time."
Nonetheless, is Cash's career finished
if-he gets cut again?
"THE WAY I've been looking at it," he
said, "if I do get cut I'm big enough to
take it. I've got my degree and I can get a
job. But I'm a young guy with a lot of
ability and if something overseas pops up
I'll go again."
The second leading rebounder in BG
history spent last season with Sunaire of
Oostende, Belgium.
"It's a nice, beautiful country," he
said. "The people believe in you over
there. It's the easiest money I could make.
You play only one game a week, practice
two to three days a week and have all the
spare time to travel"
"But there's nothing like playing in the
states," he claims. "It's just a higher
level of basketball. It's playing with the
best."
Maybe Cash won't have to worry about
traveling half way across the world again
to play basketball.

first quarter lead with the
help of six Detroit turnovers and 12 points by
Carr.
Bob Lanier was the only
starter who began the
second quarter in a game
of experimentation. And
the balanced Cavs didn't
lose any effectiveness with
their new platoon.
THE QUARTERended
as it began for the Cavswith deadly forward Dick
Snyder hitting a jumper
from the corner. Snyder, a
nine-year pro veteran out
of Davidson, led all second
quarter scorers with 11
points.
Forward partner Smith,
and lightning-quick center
Jim Chones added six
points apiece.

Campy Russell for an easy
two-pointer. Cash later
fouled out with 4:35 left in
the game.
-A technical foul called
on Pistons' coach Herb
Brown with 1:10 left in the
same quarter.

Practicing Attorney (Graduate of the University of Toledo Law School).

-. .SARAH MILES
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON
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RICHARD HARRIS

THE
RETURN
OF A MAN CALLED HORSE'
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Currently Prosecutor of the Bowling Green Municipal Court.
Supervises the training and practical legal education of interns of the University of

Toledo U« School assigned to the Bowling Green Municipal Court.
Three (3) years as Assistant Wood County Prosecutor handling criminal and civil
cases.
Member of the Wood County, Ohio State and American Bar Associations.
Member of the American Trial lawyers Association.
Member of the Ohio Academy of Trial lawyers.
Member of the Prosecuting Attorneys Association.
Attended numerous seminars of the Criminal Legal Education Institute.
Attended Northwestern University Prosecutor's School
Registered Professional Engineer (Graduate of the University of Illinois).
Twenty (20) years experience in business and engineering.

Warren Lotz has a proven record
of Community Service.

SHOW YOUR BG BURGEE SATURDAY
AT THE STADIUM GATE AND RECEIVE A
FREE ORANGE DRINK CERTIFICATE,
COURTESY OF McDONALDS!

Trustee of Center Township (currently serving his 7th year).
WWIIU.S. Navy veteran.
Member of Pemberville American Legion.
Member of the Wood County and Ohio Township Trustees and Clerks Association.
Member of the Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce.
Member of the Wood County Farm Bureau.
Member of the National Society of Professional Engineers.
Member of the Amateur Trapshooting Association.
Member of the Bowling Green State University Falcon Club.
Member of numerous fraternal organizations.

Warren Lotz possesses maturity
and has a stake in Wood County.
Age-49.
Wife-Evelyn Louise i"Lou").
3 daughters-Joyce, Deborah and Susan.
Owns home at 11540 Kramer Road
Attends St Mark's Lutheran Church in Bowling Green.
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Justice
is action
not words.
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NOT SINCE l£VE STORY.
The due story of Ml Kinmont.
The American Olympic
ski contender whose tiagic bl I
took everything but her life.
And who found the courage
to live through the low of one
very special man.
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explain transition problems

Versatile
By Terry Goodman
Assistant Sports Editor
The college athlete of today.
A light class schedule during his respective sport
season...an enormous amount of practicing...a period to
relax after las particular season is over.
But some jocks can't get enough. They want to play
more than one sport Are their problems twice as tough?
IN THE classroom, no, it's just as rough. Insports,tbe
answer varies.
Three Bowling Green football players-Greg Kampe,
Jeff Groth and Jeff Polhemus-have lettered in two different sports. Only Poihemus doesnt have trouble adjusting, and rightfully so.
Poihemus is a huge defensive lineman on the gridiron
and a heavyweight wrestler. Either way, his job is that of
a muscle man.

For Kampe and Groth, it's a different story-finesse.
KAMPE'S transition is from tackling receivers to
shooting basketballs and Groth's is from breaking tackles
to hitting baseballs.
•'I have trouble because there is no time for my body to
rest and adjust," said Kampe, who is a defensive back.
"My body has to repair. In fact, I think the main reason I
couldn't shoot well in basketball last year was because of
a draining of strength.
"This year, I lifted more weights to make myself
stronger in my shoulders. I've been doing a lot of
stretching exercises in football to keep loose.
"I think I have the two toughest sports to play back-toback, "Kampe added. "Academics are awful important
and that's where all of my other time goes. Sports just
take away time from any other activities.

ficulties are the opposite of Kampe's. Baseball hurts his
performance on the gridiron.
"When the other football players are getting ready for
another season in the springtime, I'm going through
baseball drills, "Groth explained.
"We start practicing seven or eight weeks before the
spring trip and I have to stop lifting weights," he said
Weightlifting is good for football, but bad for baseball
because it destroys the rhythm and coordination needed
for the finesse of throwing and lifting.
"I'd like to lift weights-I need the added strength,"
Groth said. "But even though I can't and I'm not
physically strong enough, I like to play football."

POLHEMUS has the least amount of problems.
to fart, he threw the shot put and discus in high school,
in addition to playing football and wrestling.
"My sports go hand-in-hand," said Poihemus,
nicknamed the "Stamper" during the wrestling campaign. "The same kind of agility is used in all of the
sports.
"People ask me 'what is your favorite sport?' Well,
during the football season it's football and during the
wrestling season it's wrestling. I love'emboth."
Many other Falcon athletes love more than two sports,
but nobody other than Kampe, Poihemus and Groth has
invested the time and effort needed to letter in both.

GROTH HAS a rest period after football, but bis dif-

A rare breed - two-sports stars: from loft, Falcon cornorback Grog Kampe, tackle Jeff Poihemus and wingback Jeff Groth

er'Bill. Jpnes^ is.something special
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By Greg Smith
Assistant Sports Editor
It's not hard finding Bill
Jones on the sidelineshe's everywhere. Dressed
in brown or orange pants
and a white Bowling Green
sports medical staff shirt,
.scissors at his side, Jones
carefully watbces the
action. He's the Bowling
Green trainer.
"I try to keep ray attention on the game,"
Jonas said. "That way,
when I see an injury
happen I can determine or
get an idea what kind of
injury it is, before I get to
the injured athlete.
"When I first see an
injury happen," he said,
my first thoughts are to
get to the injured player as
quick as possible. Time
means a lot, in case of an
injury."
JONES, 33, is in his third

Daylight

year at Bowling Green.
Following his graduation
from BG in 1965, he was the
trainer at Vermillion High
School three years before
moving to Findlay High
School for a year.
Jones was an assistant
trainer
at
Toledo
University a year before
accepting the head
trainer's position at
Ashland College, which he
held for three years.
"I came to BG because I
wanted to go to a larger
school from Ashland
College," Jones said.
"When Gary Rose (Jones'
predecessor) left for the
Memphis Southmen of the
World Football League, I
applied and got the job."
Bowling Green is known
as something of a stepping
stone in the trainer's
world
"Right now, there are
three BG graduates that

have trainers jobs in the
professional ranks, at least
six in the major college
level and numerous other
ones in high school," Jones
said
RONWASKEisthehead
trainer for the New York
Islanders of the National
Hockey League. Wayne
Rudy is the trainer with the
Kansas City Chiefs of the
National Football league.
Ron Cub is the trainer of
the Portland Trailblazers
in the National Basketball
Assa
All are BG
graduates.
But Jones is quick to add
"I'm not planning on
leaving Bowling Green."
"The biggest thing about
athletic training is certification from the
National Athletic Trainer's
Assn.," Jones said.
"There are only about 1,500
certified trainers in the

Kent State quarterback Mb Whalen (12) races
past aa Ohio University tackier and looks for
dayUgbt as fullback Art Best (2S) leads the

nation. There are about
400 certified trainers in
Region Four, which Includes Ohio, Michigan,
Indiana. Illinois .Wisconsin,
Minnesota and one school
in Iowa, Iowa University of
the Big Ten Conference."
"One of the biggest influential people in athletic
training certification was
the late Al Saway, who was
a BG graduate and one of
the original founders of the
National Athletic Tramers'
Assn.,"be said.
"Our main job is the
medical care of all athletes
and to prevent injuries
from happening and then
after they occur, we try to
get the athlete back into
action as soon as possible
without risking further
damage," Jones said.
THAT JOB isn't as easy,
especially if the coach
needs his star quarterback

or halfback for Saturday's
big game.
"We're the liaison
between the coaches and
the players," Jones said.
"Our policy about playing
injured players is that as
long as the athlete can't do
any more damage, well let
him practice. Sometimes
it's harder to make the kids
understand that, but we're
only doing it for the good of
the athlete."
But then there is always
the athlete that does understand the problems
Jones has.
"Bill really cares about
the athletes," Falcon
quarterback Mark Miller
said.
"Sometimes the
coach really wants a
player to perform but Bill
sticks up for the good of the
athlete. He doesn't want to
risk the athlete's health.
He really knows his stuff. "
There are some athletes

blocking. The Gsloen Flashes wui carry a M
lfjjtjpof. record into tocnofrow's lMWtwuafu^ cuun
with Bowling Green.
*

who think they're hurt a lot
more than they actually
are, and some who fake
injuries to avoid practice.
"A trainer has to know
his athletes," Jones said
' "There are some who'll try
to pull your leg and fake
some injuries . But on the
other hand, there are
athletes who a trainer
hardly ever sees, and when
they show in the the
training room, you know
they're hurting.
"JOE STUDER is a prime
example," Jones continued. "I think this is the
first time he's been in the
training room in two years.
So I know his leg is hurting."
The 6-1, 225- pound BG
center saioV'Personally,
I've been lucky not having

any serious injuries. I
think Mr. Jones is one of
the finest men in his
profession and our training
facilities are as fine as any
in the Midwest."
"The training room is
probably one of the best in
the nation," Miller said
"It fits all our needs. The
trainers can put a cast on
or even sew up a cut with
some stitches. About the
only thing that cant be
done in the training room
are x-rays. I would rate
our training room better
than any training room
we've had on the road, by
far."
"We try to be as wellequipped as possible for
each and every game,"
Jones said "There are a
lot of times when we don't

use that much medical
equipment, but we always
have to be prepared for the
worst. We always take
more than we need"
And when the football
season ends, the hockey
season starts and no time
to rest for Jones.
• "Athletic injuries are
mainly the same in most
sports," Jones said. "In
hockey, a trainer has to be
more concerned with
lacerations (cuts). Hockey
probably isn't any more
hazardous than football,
but the trainer has to be
more aware of the
situation because of the
faster pace of the game."
So the next time you're
watching for Bill Jones,
look
around,
he's
everywhere.

BG trainer Bill Jones takes a break
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Head coach Don Nehlen (left) watches intently.
Freshman tailback Doug Wiener (above) strains to break
the grasp of an Eastern Michigan tackier.
Spilt end Dave Dudley (above right) sprints toward the
goal line with conference and school record-setting touchdown pass receptioa
The scoreboard at Toledo's Glass Bowl (middle right)
tells the story of last week's amazing comeback.
Fullback Jim Cause (bottom right) dives for precious
yardage.

Newsphotos for this issue by
AAindy Milligan, Daniel Ho
and Jim Osborn

It's not homecoming for five other Falcon squads
Homecoming weekend
usually indicates a host of
home athletic events. Not
this year.
While the Falcon football
squad entertains Kent
State in Perry Stadium
tomorrow, the other two
varsity men's squads and
three women's teams take
to the road.
The men's cross country
team, which is making a
run at their first MidAmerican Conference
(MAC) championship
since 1969, travels to Ohio
Wesleyan University in
Delaware for the All-Ohio
Championships.

The local harriers,
sporting a 4-0 dual meet
record this fall, and Ohio
State are among the
favorites in the meet which
starts at noon. In addition,
Bob Lunn, who set a school
record for five miles last
week at the Notre Dame
Invitational in 23:49,
should challenge for in. dividual honors.
Without the services of
captain Dan Dunton, Mel
Brodt's contingent finished
fifth among a 39-team field
at Notre Dame, ahead of
Eastern Michigan and
Western Michigan, two
pre-season MAC favorites.

The soccer squad, fresh
from a M victory Wednesday
at
Western
Michigan, travels to Akron
University tomorrow.
The Zips, number one
ranked in Ohio, have never
lost to the Falcons in eight
previous meetings, including last year's 34
shutout.
Although off to the worst
start (3-4-1) in its 12-year
history, the booters' last
losing season was in 1970,
when they finished 4-5-1.
With the women's cross
country team taking a
week off, the lady golfers

hit the road for the fifth
straight week this weekend
at Indiana University.
The field for the tourney,
last match on the fall
schedule, will be identical
to last week's Midwest
Assn. of Intercollegiate
Athletic for Women
classic.
Led by senior veterans
Peg Gibbons and Carla
Schnedier and junior
Karen Parshall, BG's best
finish this season was a
third place at the
Wisconsin Golf Tournament and the Central
Michigan University
Collegiate Invitational.

The veteran volleyball
squad travels to BaldwinWallace tomorrow for a
quadrangular match.
Headed by sixth-year
coach Pat Peterson, the
Ladybirds boost an allreturning varsity squad,
including senior cocaptains Suzanne Haver
andGretchen Weitbretch.
The Falcons shook off
the first game Jitters in a
15-10, 15-10 loss to Wright
State University to return
and dominate host Miami
University, 15*3, 15-3, last
weekend in Oxford.
The women's Held
hockey squad may sport

only a 1-3 record, but firstyear head coach Sue
Gavron still believes her
squad is having a successful season.
The Falcon stickers, who
travel to Oberlin College
Monday afternoon,
defeated Youngstown
State, 2-0, two weeks ago at
the Saulk Valley Farm
Tournament in Brooklyn,
Mich. But they also lost to
hockey powerhouses Ohio
University and Southern
Illinois 2-0 and 8-0

respectively.
Last Saturday the BG
women held off a very
quick Ashland College club
and battled to a 0-0 tie, but
lost the match in
penetration or ballpossession time by 40
seconds.
The idle women's cross
country squad, in its
second year of existence, is
off to a slow start. The
harriers finished third in
their home opener behind
Eastern
Michigan

University and Central
Michigan University.
Although no pre-season
conditioning seemed to
bother them in that first
match, a physically improved squad finished
second in the Golden
Triangular meet the next
week at Eastern Michigan.
BG did not run last
weekend at Michigan State
and is resting this
weekend.

Golfers at OSU this weekend

Hollywood swinging: ask Johnny Miller
ByDkkRees
Associate Sports Editor
It only seems appropriate with his name
that Johnny Miller, the
Bowling Green golf team's
top player, spent the
summer as he did.
If you think your
vacation was interesting or
different, just listen to
this....
Miller, now a junior and
who last spring was voted
to the all-Mid-American
Conference (MAC) team
by league coaches, had a
summer job at Lakeside
Golf Club in Hollywood,
Calif.
Some of the Lakeside
members or others who
frequented it?
WELL, LETS see, there
was' Bob Hope, Bing
Crosby, Don Knotts, Ed
McMahon, Glen Campbell,
Jack LaLalne, James
Caan, Mac Davis, Alice
Cooper, Efrem Zimbalist
Jr., Aim Margaret, Evel
Kneivel and Jonathan
Winters.
Winters, congenial man
that-he is, even provided
living quarters for Miller
in his home near
Lataatdes 11th hole.
"I had been there about a
week and had been staying

with the club pro," Miller
explained, "when a club
member came up and told
me Jonathan Winters was
looking for someone to live
in their house. So I stayed
with them all summer.
"I really didn't get to
know him (Winters) that
much, but I talked to him a
lot. He's just like he is on
television."

IT WAS DURING those
afternoon sessions that
Miller played with some of
the aforementioned personalities.
"Evel Kneivel.
He's
nuts, but he's a great guy.
I played with him a few
times. He shoots in the
mid-80s. I played with Bob
Hope, with Glen Campbell
and Mac Davis.
"With those people, it
MILLER'S opportunity was just like teeing it up in
arose last Christmas an
important tourvacation when he was nament," Miller said. "I
home in Dubuque, Ia.
was a little nervous.
There, he had an
acquaintance who was the
"But I got to know Mac
brother-in-law of John Davis and Glen Campbell
Hayes, the Lakeside pro.
pretty well, we played a lot
"I told him I wanted of rounds together. And I
something to do for the usually played pretty good
summer," Miller recalled, when I was with them "
"so he told me 'why not go
How
about
Annout and work for John,'and Margaret?
things got set up and I was
"She just took lessons
out there four days after from the pro."
school ended in June."
And the pro, Hayes, is
The job, though, wasn't getting into show bis
much. Miller only had to himself.
work two hours a day, one
each in the pro shop and
"HE'S ALREADY been
bag room.
in spots in 'Laveme and
But he wasn't loafing.
Shirley' and he's supposed
"I was up every day at to be on 'Happy Days'
seven. I'd go out and hit soon," Miller said. "If he
balls, putt, practice," doesn't get into movies, I'll
Miller said. "Then, in the probably go back out to
afternoon, I would play.
Lakeside next summer.
And I usually played til
"I'd like to go out there
dark every day."
for good after I get out of

school," he continued, "I
just love Calif ornia."
Miller looks back on his
summer and calls it an
"unbelieveable experience."
"The first day I was
there, there were five
Rolls-Royces in the
parking lot," he recalled
"People I've seen on TV or
in movies would just come
in and out It was like a
different world."
BUT BACK in his
Bowling Green world,
Miller has already proven
that his summer experience had a positive
effect on his golf game.
Three weeks ago in the
Falcons' annual fall
qualifier Miller conquered
72 holes on the University
golf course with a oneunder par 287, a total that
set a BG qualifying record.
And this weekend, his
ability will be tested once
again as BG competes in
the Buckeye Fall Classic
hosted by Ohio State
University.
The 54-hole tourney,
spread over three days (18
today, 18 tomorrow and 18
Sunday) will be played on
the Buckeyes' tough
Scarlet layout

"I played some good
courses out West, some
that are ranked in the top
10 in the nation," Miller
said, "like Pebble Beach,
Riviera Country Club in
Los Angeles and Olympic,
and Scarlet's as good as
any of them.
"I'M KIND of anxious to
go down there (Ohio
State). I've never played
that course good. I'll have
to go in with a good attitude."
His
attitude
has
changed, slightly.
"The last two years, I've
always been real uptight,"
Miller said. "Golf was the
only thing in my life. But
my summer has changed
my way of thinking. There
are so many opportunities,
and I'd like to look around
and maybe try something
else.
"Meanwhile, I'm more
relaxed with the game
now."
Teammates
Gary
Treater, Jim Decker,
Steve Cruse, Pat Dugan
and Jeff Parsons, all
veterans, will join Miller in
this weekend's lineup.
They're no celebrities,
but then again, this isnt
Hollywood.

Now a junior and already an aD-league golfer, Falcon
Johnny Miner, blasting out of me sand here, win lead the
Trnnnod K "*** ** ***** * «* Bockeye Fall Classic.
I flipped Miller compare's Onto State's Scarlet course, site of the
tourney, to some be played M out West this summer.
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